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Case Study

A1 Gold Mine, Australia
BACKGROUND
The A1 Gold Mine, located 120 km east north east of Melbourne, Victoria, historically produced some 450,000 ounces
of gold prior to shu!ng in 1992 due to low gold price and bushﬁre damage to the plant. Heron Resources Limited
acquired a 24 month op*on to purchase the mine in August 2009 to undertake an evalua*on program including driving
a decline to the 14 Level, 18,000 metres.
The aim of the project was to provide a quality underground communica*ons system, via leaky feeder cable, comprising
a two channel Head End and a limited 24 hour ba/ery backup supply. The solu*on also included a surface coverage
component and a number of digital radios. A VHF MotoTRBO system was chosen to enable personnel/vehicle ﬂeet to
communicate in and around the development mine. The system was designed, built and commissioned by Minecom,
now PBE Australia.

CHALLENGES
Minecom, normally specializing in large mines with long term projects, had to take into account that the A1 Mine was a
smaller project with a short term view. The system would need to be simple, aﬀordable and completed in a short
*meframe. With no pervious communica*ons system and a very hilly terrain the signal coverage was also going to be a
challenge.

SOLUTIONS
Minecom’s solu*on included a 24 Volt VHF Opera*onal System with surface coverage equipment. The
Communica*ons Rack housed in a 19 inch rack cabinet with 2 Radio Channels and Digital Radio Repeaters, Emergency
Channel Override, and Backup Ba/ery capable of opera*ng for a minimum of 24 hours. The system uses 2-way Digital
mobile and portable radio.
With a side mounted dipole antenna the digital radio signal exceeded expecta*ons. The signal was clear to surface
areas not expected to receive coverage and was clearly obtained at the car park on the other side of the mountain.
The A1 Mine was sa*sﬁed with the excellent coverage, system clarity and performance.
Minecom delivered a system that is simple to use, aﬀordable and completed on *me. With adequate training, the
system may be easily changed and/or extended as tunnels and declines grow or customer needs change.

HISTORY
The Pyo/-Boone Electronics (PBE) mission has always been to design and build reliable, high tech equipment for mine safety and
produc*vity. Four decades later that tradi*on con*nues as we provide mine-wide monitoring and communica*ons equipment all
over the world.
PBE has installed its Minecom Leaky Feeder communica*ons systems and proprietary personnel and vehicle tracking system in over
100 underground mines, enabling real-*me repor*ng and tracking informa*on improving mine safety and produc*vity. The PBE
MineBoss™ monitoring system is currently opera*ng in over 300 U.S. mines, and we are the leading U.S. manufacturer of conveyor
monitoring and controls, wired and wireless gas monitoring, ﬁre and dust suppression and paging telephone lines, with installa*ons
in mining opera*ons all over the globe.
PBE is also the largest Authorized Motorola Two-Way Radio Dealer in the U.S. coal industry. Not only are the Minecom Leaky
Feeder and PBE tracking systems suited for post accident applica*ons, they serve as superior produc*vity tools.
As your 'one-stop-shop' for safety, monitoring and communica*ons systems our customer oriented, global distributor network and
dedicated in-house sales and service staﬀ are here to support your mining opera*ons today and for years to come.

OUR SOLUTIONS
PBE was founded to supply eastern U.S. coal mines with quality electronic equipment and we con*nue to do so, but over the years
we have expanded our sales to include many other industries all over the world.

Soluons we provide:

Industries we serve:

•

Underground Radio Communica*ons

•

Surface and Underground Coal Mines

•

Mine Wide Monitoring and Control

•

Metal and Non-Metal Mines

•

Personnel and Equipment Tracking

•

Natural Gas Producers

•

Gas and Atmospheric Monitoring

•

Processing Plants

•

Conveyor and Mo*on Monitors

•

U*lity and Transit Tunnel Projects

•

Transient Voltage Suppression

•

Construc*on Industries

For more informa*on visit our website or contact your local distributor or a PBE sales representa*ve.
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